The following is an approximate list of content covered during term 1 & 2 of the course.

Please read carefully and ensure you choose the correct level for you.

Please read carefully to ensure you choose the correct level for yourself according to your abilities and previous knowledge. If you feel confident in using more than 65% of the content in the course, your level is too advanced. If this is the case, please see the Languages for All webpage for higher levels available on our Online Portfolio, or the Languages at Essex webpage for class-based credit bearing modules.

Topics:
- Talking about taste
- Food/restaurants
- Talking about shopping clothes
- Describe a person and give advice
- Characterize an object
- Urban life and urban environment
- Talking about childhood and your past
- talking about relationships and feelings
- giving information about yourself and others in the past
- Jobs/attending an interview
- being able to present a movie or a book that you liked

Grammar points:
- revision of present and past
- adjectives (positive and negative adjectives)
- imperfect
- imperative
- irregular verbs and reflexives verbs in the past
- passive form
- revision on how to ask questions in different tenses.
- relative pronouns (où, dont, en et y)
- demonstrative pronouns ( celui, celle, ceux , celles...)
- Preposition and pronouns with verbs ( à, de)

Speaking abilities:
- Talking about food and tastes
- Talking about clothes and fashion
- Talking about a restaurant, a shop etc..
- Giving advice about the look
- Talking about your neighbourhood in the past
- talking about relationships and feelings
- giving information about yourself and others in the past
- urban life
- jobs
- attending an interview
- presenting an article
- being able to present a movie or a book that you liked

Book:

by Annie Berthet, Emamanuelle Daill, Catherine Hugot, Veronique Kizirian et Monique Waendendries